Thank you for considering a donation of machines and/or materials to the AGMA National Training Center. Below is the Center’s “Wish List.” Please note the Center’s door is 8 feet high and 9 feet 10 inches wide – donations must fit, or can be broken down to fit, through this opening. To offer a donation, please submit a Donor Contract with Schedule A by March 31, 2020. Donor Contracts will be reviewed and approved as they are received.

Machine and Materials “Wish” List

- A GMM (Gear Measurement Machine) something 200 to 300 (mm) table.
- Double Flank (Redline) Tester
- Single Flank Tester
- DOB (Diameter Over Balls) / DOP (Diameter Over Pins).
- Right Angle Gear Tester
- Two Full Pin Sets
- Two Full Bar-bell Sets
- Two Hand-held Micrometers
- Gear Tooth Micrometers
- Gear Tooth Micrometers - Series 324, 124 Interch, Ball Anvil Type
- Gear Tooth Micrometer – Standard
- CNC cylindrical gear inspection machine
- CNC gear tooth form grinder
- CNC gear tooth generating grinder
- Combination grinder with 400mm OD capacity
- Lathe
- ID grinder
- OD grinder
- Modern CNC hobbing machine
- Carburizing Heat Treat system
- 2 hobbing machines
- 1 RH, 1 LH 18 DP, 20° PA, Full Fillet finishing (&/or pre-grind) hobs
- Gear Tooth Caliper
- Hob Sharpener
- Hob Sharpener grinding wheels
- 2 updated shaping machines
- Shank style shaper cutter, 16/32 DP, 30°
- Cutter